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Making the Crossing 
 
We call it November-fog – a compound noun that has entered the lexicon to describe a particular 
climatic phenomenon no matter what time of the year it descends to drench the landscape in grey. 
November-fog – a thick pea soup its consistency, a bone-chilling damp its welcome. Not a mist that 
swirls and separates, November-fog clings and in so-doing, invites you in – to seek what lies on the 
other side, to make the crossing to the Otherworld. 
 
In Panel Three of The Taste of Translation, I describe Kisha’s experience of November-fog thus: ‘In 
the early days of this place, she had walked … by the lake, the sky a heavy sheet of grey mirrored in 
its gunship metal surface. … (She) stretched out her fingers into the fog that day, sent them as her 
scouts to the other side. The other world was always there, close enough to touch, beyond the blurred 
non-edge of lake’ (p.338). 
 
November-fog is a perpetual reminder of how close the worlds are, that it is indeed one world whose 
visible and invisible elements fade in and out of focus depending on our acceptance of, attunement to, 
and appreciation for the existence of what cannot be perceived with the naked eye. November-fog 
encourages us to look harder, sharper, to squint into the mists and reflect on what we imagine to see. 
Things may not be as they seem on first reckoning. Slow passage is needed through a November-fog 
landscape to remark the path taken – it is easy to get lost in the mists. Penetrating the unknown is best 
approached cautiously, with discernment.  
 
Walking through a shrouded forest provides a (first) analogy for my experience of navigating 
Otherworld landscapes. For example, individual trees appear larger-than-life as their forms emerge 
from the mist, each presence in turn a revelation. Our reliance on bodily sight must be surrendered in 
such circumstances, but this offers ample opportunity for other senses to contribute their knowing. Our 
understanding of the space we inhabit becomes more holistic, more mindful, more present as a result. 
For example, I find I lose my sense of density, of being a separate entity in a November-fog forest – 
there is much less the notion of where I end and the rest of the world begins when all is enveloped in 
mist. In such a landscape, a felt-sense arises that although we are unique assemblages of energy and 
matter in differing constitutions, the potential to be shape-shifted or osmotically reformulated through 
shared membranes of varying porosity exponentially rises. I feel everything as interpenetrable, 
permeable. Thoughts present like: Does mist pass through me or do I pass through mist? My 
fingertips ‘sing’, not with cold but the chi of shared circuitry. It’s as if all cells inherently know they 
form a single community even if our minds remain oblivious to the fact. 
 
Felt-sense is what intuits me to such insights but also what grounds me so that I am not ‘a blank page 
whirling about in the winds of the spirit’ (Jung 1995, p.214). Jung made this observation about 
Nietzsche who, he claimed, ‘was uprooted and hovered above the earth, and therefore … succumbed 
to exaggeration and irreality’ (ibid.) when trying to make sense of his experiences. Instead, felt-sense 
corresponds to embodied knowing, a ‘way of knowing that is grounded in active, intimate, hands-on 
participation and personal connection’ (Conquergood 2002, p.146). A performance ethnographer, 
Conquergood further describes embodied knowing as an ‘intensely sensuous way of knowing’ 
whereby the ‘embodied researcher is the instrument … (in) active, participatory … fieldwork’ 
(Conquergood 2006, p.352). This knowing is far from abstract, being rooted in the experiential – in 
every sense of the word, it is felt, and as soon as felt, instantly known. 
 
Landscapes of Becoming 
 
Like most things along my path to understanding, the words and expressions appropriated from other 
disciplines to help describe the phenomena I experience, as well as make sense of same, arise 
organically, as if, like the event which precipitated my research, they wait patiently in the fecund 
swamp of the collective unconscious for the moment when synchronicity alerts me to their existence.  
 
As a landscape which reconstitutes and reconfigures itself dependent on the insights being shared, the 
Otherworld could be likened to a performance space through which I move and with whose presences 
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I communicate. My fieldwork relies on honouring the ‘other’ I encounter there. Indeed, it is a sacred 
performance (Donkor 2007), requiring an ‘ethnography of the ears and heart that re-imagines 
participant-observation as co-performative witnessing’ (Conquergood 2002, p.149). In such a 
‘polyvocal world of speaking subjects’ (Madison 2007, p.828), my embodied experience may lead to 
‘deeply felt insights and revelatory power’ (Conquergood 2002, p.149), but only if I remember the 
performance ethnographer’s golden rule that proximity, not objectivity, is the ‘epistemological point 
of departure and return’ (ibid.). 
 
Following Conquergood, therefore, my role in the performance space of the Otherworld is not to 
simply be the passive recipient of startling visions as occurred, for example, in the halls of the 
Alhambra, but to actively engage in co-performance – ‘inside the breath and pulse of … performance 
as (a) feeling, sensing, being and doing witness’ (Madison 2007, p.829). I enter this space to learn and, 
with my interlocutors’ permission, to return with their treasure to the land of the living where it may 
contribute to the conversation on peace consciousness.  
 
Co-performance is, by definition, dialogic. As ‘a way of having intimate conversation with other 
people and cultures’ (Conquergood 1985, p.10), it is a paradoxical process where, following Geertz, 
‘the deeply different can be deeply known without becoming any less different’ (ibid.). While 
Conquergood’s experience relates to ethnographic research in deeply different cultural contexts and 
my particular fieldwork engages conversation partners in the Otherworld, his approach resonates – 
only through dialogue can I deeply know and try to understand the perspectives of the deeply other 
before outing them on a plane of intimate exteriority. At times the rhizomatic lines of flight I am taken 
on seem like a game of join-the-dots along which my guides do their best to help me navigate, and I 
feel blessed by the supportive relationships they have established to assist me in my task. 
 
While likening the Otherworld to a November-fog forest is a useful analogy with which to introduce 
the general idea of shape-shifting spaces, when I visit inner territories, my particular point of entry is 
via an intertidal zone, a horizontal plane where I meet my interlocutors as equal partners with shared 
intention. Researchers across various disciplines have described similar conceptions of borderlands, 
in-between zones or liminal spaces where an encounter with difference creates something new. 
Gallbach calls the space where Body-Active-Imagination (BAI) encounters take place a ‘threshold 
state’ (Gallbach 2006, p.16), while Bhabha talks about the ‘third space’ from which cultural hybridity 
arises (Bhabha 1994, p.2). In this, he supports Heidegger’s reading of the ancient Greek idea of the 
boundary as a place where something begins rather than stops: ‘It is in the emergence of the interstices 
– the overlap and displacement of domains of difference – that the intersubjective and collective 
experiences … are negotiated’ (ibid.). Similarly, Bateson describes the ‘interface’ (Bateson 2000, 
p.138) on the boundary between two active ecosystems as the place where difference ‘makes a 
difference’ (Bateson, cited in Charlton 2008, p.40). Meanwhile, in Islamic mysticism, the inter-world 
or Malakut is spoken of as the place ‘where the body is spiritualised and the spiritual is embodied’ 
(Corbin 1998b, p.125). 
 
My intertidal zone lies between sea and land, my life on the border enacted in a place of washed sands 
at the mercy of the waves. At times, this becoming landscape opens as an overwhelming surf beach 
encounter, at others like the wide mudflats of a calm and sheltered bay; it can be anywhere along the 
spectrum in-between. Whichever space constellates, however, my interlocutors approach from the 
ocean depths with a desire to share, and I from the shore desiring to help them tell, to translate 
perennial wisdoms in a way which may resonate, again, still, in the land of time. Meeting in the 
intertidal zone confirms that we are equal partners with shared intention on a single plane of 
consistency. 
 
Where Conquergood’s approach gives me the terminology to access this space as a co-performative 
witness, reading French philosopher Luce Irigaray helps me navigate the openings in the space, 
openings of ‘one to the other’ which she calls a ‘between-two’ (Irigaray 2002, p.16). In her own way, 
Irigaray’s ‘between-two’ is as much a description of the locus of interface as any of the others cited 
above. Yet by going beyond to name the specific spirit of engagement one must bring to the encounter 
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as a way of love, my intent, while in the space, is clarified – literally speaking to the ethical position I 
bring to my work, which is, like Virgil, to honour the source. 
 
When the Twin Towers fell, Laleima said: There is not enough love in the world. If my engagement 
with Otherworld sources cannot be conducted in a spirit of integrity, how can their treasure ever be 
brought back, wet and dripping, from the intertidal zone onto dry ground, to re-enter the conversation 
on peace and love in the land of time? Irigaray holds that an exchange with the profoundly other must 
be undertaken with love, without condition, because of the difficulty to twin meaning across such an 
intense divide. At its most fundamental level, my experience consistently mirrors her words: ‘In an 
exchange between two, meaning quivers and always remains unstable, incomplete, unsettled …’ 
(Irigaray 2002, p.28). 
 
The intertidal zone is a place of shifting sands subject to the constant percolating presence of 
Otherworld sources arising from their seabed homes. Where we meet cannot help but be a place of 
deep intimacy, where we both stand naked in sight of the other. It cannot be but otherwise when each 
is in the presence of another so profoundly different, vulnerable to the slightest touch at our deepest 
core. Yet, paradoxically it is at our deepest core that the spark of love lies, ready to be touched, 
enflamed. Our vulnerability is thus our strength, our surrender the open-flung door between the 
worlds, and the intertidal zone a space of shared dwelling where ‘we unite in us sky and earth, 
divinities and mortals … (to) discover as proper to us the near that lives in us and that remains foreign 
to us’ (Irigaray 2002, p.51). 
 
Here we unite, like the nested fishes of yin and yang that each host a spot of the other’s colour to 
enable their communion. My task is to unveil and cultivate a space of co-belonging, of ‘being-with’ 
(Irigaray 2002, p.48), in order to create a ‘context in which love can begin to flourish’ (hooks 2000, 
p.13). It is a space in which to ‘openly and honestly express care, affection, responsibility, respect, 
commitment, and trust’ (hooks 2000, p.14). There can be no fear in this space. It is simply untenable 
for perfect love casts out fear (1 John 4:18). 
 
I squidgy my feet far down in the sand, feel the harsh grains grind between my toes, watch the waters 
advance, recede, and listen for the presence of my interlocutors. Love is the irreducible core I bring to 
an embodied landscape where at times the voices may be closer, at others further away. At times I may 
lose the connection altogether because of a thickening curtain of November-fog, a swift-risen tide or a 
tumultuous seventh wave which swamps understanding. Yet my task is to stay committed to open and 
ongoing dialogue within the space, ever-respectful of inherent difference, and guided by Irigaray’s 
way. Love is the opening itself, the conduit to my landscape of becoming, and the means by which I 
unite with the profoundly other. My ethical responsibility to honour the source is not an abstract or 
intellectual concept requiring elaboration. It is embodied knowing, a felt-sense since the moment of 
the event. By the time Laleima spoke her truth more than a year later, that there is not enough love in 
the world, I knew my task was one that could only be undertaken with love, in love and because of 
love. 
 
Self-muddying the landscape 
 
To conclude this essay, let me share a small insight, which, in turn, was shared by one of my principal 
Otherworld teachers – the one I call Mr1300BC: I stand before a pantry cupboard full of foodstuffs. 
The cupboard door is slightly ajar and a thin seam of ruddy-pink light is visible.  
 
I think: Oh, someone’s left the light on in there. I should turn it off and save energy. I open the 
cupboard door wide to search for the switch and white light floods the space.  
 
He says: It works like a fridge. When the door is closed, the light automatically extinguishes. Keep 
your door open so you always have the light. 
 
Now I understand why the light, visible when the door is only slightly ajar, is ruddy-pink. In such 
instances, the light is muddy. Not fully exposed, it cannot be fully radiant. Barely revealed, it remains 
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subject to the vagaries of 
November-fog, always with the 
potential to be smothered, the 
connection completely severed, 
shut down. His teaching thus 
reflects the I Ching wisdom on 
fire (illumination): When the mind 
is open, it is aware: the original 
spirit is in charge of affairs.  
 
Only when my door is fully open 
can the Otherworld’s energy fully 
light the space of my intertidal 
zone and the way of love inform 
my dialogic engagement with the 
profoundly other. Like the sun’s 
fiery heat which dissipates mist in 
the air, November-fog dissolves 
when the door is flung wide. Only then can clarity be embraced; only then can I truly see. 
 
To close circles, on another occasion Mr1300BC explained to me that love in itself is fire. But the 
fullness of this teaching deserves an essay of its own … 
 

 


